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BEFORE THE 
POSTAL RATE COMMISION 

 
 

COMPLAINT ON BULK ACCESS (BATCH PROCESSING) 
OF DELIVERY CONFIRMATION INFORMATION FOR  
CERTIFIED MAIL.                                                                       DOCKET NO. 
 
 
 

COMPLAINT OF WALZ POSTAL SOLUTIONS 
(APRIL 29, 2003) 

 
Pursuant to 39 U.S.C. 3662 § and 39 C.F.R.  § 3661 et seq., Walz Postal Solutions brings this 
complaint against the United States Postal Service under the reorganization Act, 39 U.S.C. § 101 
et seq. (“the Act”) on the following grounds: 
 
 

Name and address of Complainant 
 

1. Complainant is Walz Postal Solutions (“Walz”). Walz’s address is 1588 S. Mission Road, 
Suite 110, Fallbrook, Ca. 92028 

 
 

Statement and grounds for Complaint 
 

2. On or about September 28, 2001 the Postal Service began providing selected vendors 
Bulk access (Batch processing) of Delivery Confirmation information for Certified Mail 
(Batch Delivery Confirmation CM) as a “pilot test” 

 
3. USPS account representatives were used to promote Netpost Certified Mail and US 

Certified Letters LLC (USCL) a USPS strategic Partner and a selected vendor on a 
national basis during the “pilot test” 

 
4. According to a USPS solicitation at USPS.com, if you send Certified Mail via Netpost 

Certified Mail, you “Get proof of delivery faster, easier and more affordably!” 
 

5. The Postal Service’s solicitation via NetPost Certified Mail also states that they are 
providing users of NetPost Certified Mail, free software…and Electronic Delivery 
Verification (EVD) is USPS's electronic version of the Traditional Return Receipt which 
is no longer necessary to confirm deliver  

 
6. Pitney Bowes was initially selected as a Vendor for the “Pilot test”. Out Source Solutions 

representing WalMart was allowed as a “Pilot test” Vendor after initial testing had begun.  
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7. Both Pitney Bowes and USCL were given months of advance notice to prepare software 
to do the FTP electronic filing with Delivery Confirmation. Out Source Solutions did not 
develop software until December 2001. 

 
 
8. Neither the USPS, NetPost Certified Mail, USCL or Pitney Bowes informed their 

customers this was a “Pilot test” 
 
9. The USPS did not prepare written guidelines restricting marketing for vendors or 

themselves during the “Pilot test” period. 
 

10.  According to the USPS “June 30, 2002 marked the end of the pilot test…Effective on 
this date, with the implementation of the new rate and classifications resulting from the 
recent R2001-1 rate filing Certified Mail includes electronic access to delivery time and 
date and or attempted delivery time and date for any Certified Mail purchase.” And…The 
Postal Service has the authority to provide electronic access to the information in the 
most efficient means possible.” 

 
11. Walz was not given months of advance notice to meet USPS guidelines to be eligible as a 

“Pilot test” vendor. In fact, the USPS informed us there was no money in the budget to 
allow new companies in the “Pilot test”. 

 
12. The PRC has informed Walz in an advisory letter dated March 5, 2003 that “at no stage 

in the process of considering potential changes to Certified Mail in Docket No. R2001-1 
was the concept of bulk access to delivery status information explicitly presented, 
considered, or recommended by the Commission”. 

 
 

First Claim:  The Postal Service’s Failure  
To Request a Recommended Decision 

Under Sections 3622 and 3623 
 

 
13. Batch Delivery Confirmation CM is a class of mail or type of mail service which may 

be established by the Governors of the Postal Service “in accordance with the provisions 
of (Chapter 36)” of the Postal Reorganization Act. 39 U.S.C §3621, 3622 and 3623.  
Additionally, under the Act no distinction is made in favor of experiments or tests, which 
involve changes in rates or mail classification. Rather, the Act is completely unequivocal 
in requiring all changes in any rates and Any Mail classification to be processed through 
and by the Commission.   

 
14.  As a result, the Postal Service’s provision of Batch Delivery  

Confirmation CM constitutes a change in the mail classification schedule. 
 
15. Before the Postal Service may establish a new class of mail or mail service, or make a 

change in the mail classification, it must first request the Commission to submit a 
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recommended decision on Batch Delivery Confirmation CM, or on a rate or rates for 
that service including experiments or tests 

 
16. Before the Postal Service cha rges a new rate or rates for a class of mail or type of    

service it must first request the Commission to submit a recommended decision on the 
new rate or rates, 39 U.S.C. § § 3622 and 3623 

 
17. The Postal Service has not requested the Commission to submit a recommended decision 

on Batch Delivery Confirmation CM or on a rate or rates for that service or the “Pilot 
test” experiment. 

 
18.   As a result, there has been no showing that the Postal Service’s provision of  

               Batch Delivery Confirmation CM, is in accordance with the    
               Policies of the Postal Reorganization Act and the factors set forth in Sections  
               3622 and 3623 (c) of the Act U.S.C § § 3622, 3623 (b). 
 

19.  Accordingly, the Postal Service’s provision of Batch Delivery Confirmation CM 
violates the Postal reorganization Act. 

 
 

Second Claim:  The Postal Service’s 
 Failure to Charge a Rate that  
Complies with Section 3622 (b) 

 
20. Section 3622 (b) (3) of the Act establishes “ the requirement that each type of mail 

service bear the direct and indirect postal costs attributable to that class or type plus that 
portion of all costs of the Postal Service reasonably assignable to such type. “39 U.S.C. § 
3622 (b) (3)  

 
21. The USPS admitted in a meeting on March 13, 2003 that there we no studies that 

quantified the costs or revenue impacts of impacts of Batch Delivery Confirmation.   
 
22. The market research studies conducted for Docket 2001-1 rate case filing do not include 

any questions or analysis of the impact of Batch Delivery Confirmation 
 

23. Section 3622 (b) (3) prohibits the Postal Service from providing a class of mail at 
No charge, the users of that class or service are cross-subsidized by other postal  

      Users. 
 
24. When the Postal Service provides a class of mail or type of mail at no charge, the 
       Users of that class or service are cross subsidized by other postal users. 
 
25. As a result, the Postal Service’s provision of Batch Delivery Confirmation CM at no 

charge violates Section 3622 (b) of the Act, including (But not limited to) Sections 3622 
(b) and 3622 (b) (4). 
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Third Claim:  The Postal Service’s Failure  
To Request an Advisory Opinion on Batch 

Electronic Delivery Confirmation CM 
 

 
26. Batch Delivery Confirmation CM is a postal service 

 
27. Batch Delivery Confirmation CM is being used by a substantial number of companies 

who are sending documents using Certified Mail via NetPost Certified Mail or with a 
Pitney Bowes Digital postage meter for Certified Mail.  

 
28. Batch Delivery Confirmation CM could also have an impact on use by mailers on other 

mail services such as Return Receipts for Certified Mail. 
 

29. As a result, the institution and rendition of Batch Delivery Confirmation CM represents 
a change in the nature of postal services, which generally affect service on a nationwide 
basis.  

 
30. Section 3661 (b) of the Act provides:  

 
“When the Postal Service determines that there should be a change in the nature of postal 
services which will generally affect service on a nationwide or substantially nationwide 
basis, it shall submit a proposal, within a reasonable time prior to the effective of such 
proposal to the Postal Rate commission request advisory opinion on the change’”.  
 
 

31. The PRC concludes in an advisory letter dated March 5, 2003 that “at no stage in the 
process of considering potential changes to Certified Mail in Docket No. R2001-1 was 
the concept of bulk access to delivery status information (Batch Delivery Confirmation 
CM) explicitly presented, considered, or recommended by the Commission”. 

 
 

32. Before providing Batch Delivery Confirmation CM, the Postal Service did not “submit 
a proposal, within a reasonable time prior to the effective date of Batch Delivery 
Confirmation CM to the Commission requesting an advisory opinion on the change.  

 
33. Accordingly, the Postal Services provision of Batch Delivery Confirmation CM, 

violates Section 3661 of the Act, 39 U.S.C. § 3661 
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Person or classes of Persons affected 
 

34. All postal customers are believed to be affected by the Postal Service’s provision of 
Batch Delivery Confirmation CM, at no charge, since rates paid by all postal customers 
are cross-subsidizing the Postal Service’s provision of Batch Delivery Confirmation 
CM. Likewise all persons who compete or who may wish to compete with the Postal 
Service or in rendering any service competitive with a service provided by the Postal 
service, are similarly affected by the Postal Service’s failure to observe the requirements 
of the Act in launching a new competitive service. Moreover, users of the Postal 
Service’s Return Receipt service with Certified Mail may be affected as the result of a 
diversion of volume and related revenues from that service.  

 
 

Statement Regarding Relevant Correspondence 
 

Set our below is a list of Correspondence between Walz and the Postal Service or any 
officer, employee, or instrumentality thereof which relates to the subject matter of this 
complaint. 

 
A.  Advisory letter from PRC dated March 5, 2003 
B. Letter to John Dorsey USPS Dated June 7, 2002 
C. Letter to Richard Strasser USPS dated June 28, 2002 
D. Reply from Richard Strasser dated July 1, 2002 
E. Reply from John Dorsey USPS dated July 3, 2002 
F. Letter to Bill Tayman July 3, 2002 
G. Walz Reply to John Dorsey letter Dated July 8, 2002 
H. Summary of March 13, 2003 meeting with USPS 
I. USPS power point presentation for NetPost Certified Mail dated 9/28/01 
J. Pitney Bowes advertising for Certified Mail postage meter 
 

 
 
 

Relief Requested 
 

35. Under Section 3623 (b) of the Act, The Commission “may submit on its own initiative, a 
recommended decision on changes in the mail classification schedule.” 39 U.S.C. § 
3623(b) 

36. By not requesting a recommended decision form the Commission, the Postal Service has 
failed to make any showing that the provision of Batch Delivery Confirmation CM on 
the terms required or provided by the Postal Service is in accordance with the policies 
and factors set forth in the Postal Reorganization Act. 

 
WHEREFORE, Walz Postal Solutions respectfully requests the Commission to: 
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(a) Submit to the Governors of the United States Postal Service a 
recommended decision rejecting as unsupported the Postal Service’s 
provision for Batch Delivery Confirmation CM and 

(b) Grant Walz such other and further relief as the Commission deems 
appropriate. 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
 
Peter F. Casserly 
President 
Walz Postal Solutions 
 
 
 
 
 



































 
 
 
 
To Richard Strasser, CFO USPS 
 
From: Peter Casserly, President Walz Postal Solutions 
 
Subject:   
 
Richard, the purpose of this letter is to ask you to take the opportunity to independently 
re-evaluate the inherent value and product pricing for Certified Mail Revenues. Then 
based on real time data make the   appropriate adjustments. There is a tremendous 
opportunity here to improve and solidify a $1,000,000,000 revenue stream. Both Rod 
Walz whom you have met at NPF conventions over the years and Mr. Potter’s secretary, 
Lacretia (Lucky), suggested you were “The go to Man”.  
 
I believe the USPS has seriously over estimated the growth is Certified mail in the 
recent Rate case and has significantly under estimated both the value of the 
proposed Electronic Tracking Confirmation (ETC) enhancement to Certified Mail 
and the impact current pricing will have on Return Receipt revenue.   
 
The USPS estimates are in error because the analysts hired to make projections do not 
understand the nature and value of the Certified Mail Brand and the value of the Delivery 
Confirmation to USPS customers.  Walz Postal Solutions delivers 14,000,000 Return 
Receipts per year to USPS non-household customers, representing 10% to 15% of all 
Return Receipts used by businesses in the United States according to USPS calculations.  
We have thousands of customers, 14 years direct experience and the knowledge to prove 
our point.  
 
USPS Volume Estimates and Data Collection 
 
The USPS Final Incremental Volume TYAR estimates are:  Increased growth in Certified 
Mail   23,470,000 @ $2.30  = $53,981,00; decrease in Return Receipts at time of mailing 
14,886,000 @ $1.50 = $22,329,000; USPS pricing value of ETC confirmations $0.00.   
 
Susan Mayo, USPS Sr. pricing analysts has testified “ the availability of delivery data 
will obviate the need for an ancillary return receipt…there are revenue losses associated 
with the volume loss of some return receipts”. $22,329,000 in the first year alone is more 
than “some” to me and I think this is significantly underestimated. (See Peter’s 
Estimates) 
 
The USPS Certified mail volume estimates started with a market response survey 
conducted by Ruth Rothschild a Vice President at National Analyst. Near the end of her 
study Mrs. Rothschild states “ respondents in survey research are known to overstate their 
intentions, because it is difficult to gauge exactly what behavior will be taken until a 



product/service is actually marketed”.  Therefore, she applied sophisticated cleansing and 
raking techniques, to the correct the data. This data was then manipulated and 
reconfigured by Mr. Tolley, a mathematician. Mr. Tolley gave the data to cost consultant 
Davis for analysis and adjustment.  The data was next analyzed by Ms. Norma Nieto, a 
Price Waterhouse Coppers consultant, who states she made volume estimates, relying on 
the Davis methodologies and estimates, that represented the 8.4% volume increase and 
the incremental volume changes, that Ms. Mayo used to determine her recommended 
Certified Mail pricing. 
 
Please forgive me if based on the proceeding I cannot determine what the actual non 
household versus household estimated growth rates were but I think we get to an 40%/ 
60% split of all Certified mail growth. Unfortunately there was no analysis made of how 
the enhanced Certified Mail service would get to either market segment other than in the 
Post offices and the Internet.  As Ms. Rothschild said at the to the beginning, “you don’t 
really know what is going to happen until the service/market is actually the product”.   
 
This is why I think no one actually stopped to think if the end result was reasonable and 
could they really tell? In an answer to an interrogatory Ms. Mayo the principal USPS 
pricing analysts stated, “ My only experience with Certified Mail is prior Rate Cases” 
 
Peter’s Method of Volume Estimates and Data Collection 
 
The USPS estimates for Certified mail growth may be based on mathematically correct 
statistical models but there was no real world reasonableness evaluation, comparison or 
sniff test. Maybe someone wanted or needed the growth estimate.  If the USPS had asked 
WALZ or any other Certified forms or software vendor if the Delivery confirmation 
enhancement would increase Certified Mail volume 8.4% in one year as compared to 1% 
growth in the last five years, the answer is categorically NO.  In fourteen years of 
developing forms and software for Certified Mail the only portion of our client base that 
increased Certified mail volumes because of enhancements were letter shops that took in 
business from others. No real increase in total volume.  Our clients send Certified letters 
because they have to not because they choose too. The primary factors that effect volume 
are the economy, government regulation, mailing budgets and general population growth. 
Examples; a 1% change in mortgage delinquency rates will change the amount of 
certified mail in the United States by 500,000 per month plus effect on foreclosures plus 
all other financial related loan products; a state that implements a law that all property tax 
delinquencies must go Certified mail; California DMV and a Texas tax collection agency 
just made legislative budget decisions to cut certified mail, result 3,000,000 less annual 
mailings starting July 1, 2002. These events are statistically relevant on a national basis. 
 
How to know what is really going to happen? Today the USPS is conducting a real 
market test. According to Mr. Dorsey, manager, in special services it is suppose to be a 
test to collect data to justify implementation of ETC and obtain the money to buy 
additional server capacity.  In reality it is an open market for Pitney Bowes, US Certified 
letters and the worlds largest retailer to take advantage of a mistake in pricing and 
product management by the USPS. Under the guise of a test (we have no idea what data 



is really being collected) Pitney Bowes is selling a new digital postage for certified mail 
meter with electronic delivery confirmation. The main selling feature that drives sales is 
the fact you can save $1.50 on each and every letter you send with out a return receipt. 
Website link attached. US Certified letters, with the support of Net Post Online and every 
USPS marketing representative, is offering the same service and others not even 
approved by the USPS. Please ask about your fair share and an accounting of the profits 
from USCL. The last test participant Outsource solutions has a customer that has stopped 
sending Return Receipts and is now saving approximately $100,000 per month in return 
receipt fees. They need the Delivery Confirmation information for debt collection.  That 
is $1,200,000 per year that used to go to the USPS. How do I know? I used to sell the 
forms.  Please ask Mr. Dorsey to elicit customer data from the test participants and 
extrapolate your loss of Return Receipt revenue and how much “New Certified Mail” has 
been generated. Then compare this amount adjusted for a national market to the volume 
estimates generated by the five hired analysts in the Rate Case filing. If the participants 
balk at giving up the data, beware, and get rid of them. The net result is that Pitney 
Bowes and others are making money selling postage meters and letter preparation, the 
largest corporations are getting the benefit and the USPS is losing Revenue each and 
every day. The USPS analysis could not be more wrong.   
 
I have been also been informed by Mr. Dorsey that there is no written agreement with 
any test participant on any substantive matter and the test began under the supervision of 
Mr. John Ward.  
 
Value Proposition  
 
The USPS has made the commitment of offer a better service both for Delivery 
Confirmation and Electronic return receipt. The USPS needs to increase and protect its   
 
The value of Return Receipts and Delivery Confirmations for the USPS has extraordinary 
value because it has been given a high legal status in the courts and is written into the law 
in many states and the Federal Government. This makes Certified Mail 
confirmations/signature confirmation a much different product than Express Mail, 
Priority Mail, Delivery or signature confirmations. The USPS has created a new valuable 
product but you are not optimizing and protecting revenue stream.  
 
The real value of ETC is $40,000,000  (80,000,000 @$.50) per year in five years with 
no growth and very little variable costs. To the extent you replace Return receipts 
assure yourself of replacing revenues. 
 
Given the current pricing and service structure it is my opinion you will see a rapidly 
diminishing revenue stream, not withstanding continued price increases on the green card 
return receipts the USPS is trying to replace. How often have you seen unfulfilled 
revenue projections and cost savings? 
 
 
 



Conclusion:  
The Delivery confirmation and the future Electronic Return Receipt (signature capture) 
have not been fully funded and can still be adjusted. 
 
If you want to preserve the value of the Certified Mail revenue stream, I suggest you stop 
the test because you have collected the data and are re-evaluating your pricing structure. 
 
If this were my business I would charge at least $.50 per ETC transaction and up to a 
$1.00. The Electronic transfer of data in mass of this information is very valuable and 
customers will pay for it.  If you lose $1.50 on a return receipt to still get something. Do 
not get caught up in the variable cost saving for not delivering a return receipt you will 
never see it.  
 
I would also consider increasing the future cost of the Electronic return receipt from 
$1.30 to something above $1.75. Again the USPS is missing the boat on this. You may 
even want to consider where and when this pricing structure originated. 
 
Please call if you or any other person would like to review my recommendations.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Peter Casserly 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 





Emailed 7-3-02  Finance and Planning 
 
Bill you asked when all this started.  
 
We know of the March 2001 statement by John Dorsey at NPF. 
 
According to the Market Research study the final questionnaire was dated April 1, 2001 (See 
Ruth Rothschild testimony).  The questionnaire doesn’t address ETC for Certified Mail at all. It 
does address a singular ability to get on the internet and see the results from one entry. 
 
ETC, as we now know it, is relative to batched data, not singular.  Somehow, without any 
formability, a new product (ETC) was created and given away in a test, without any consideration 
of the potential harm to Return Receipt revenue.  How much further back in time did the Free 
ETC concept originate, where and by whom?  How was someone able to pull this off?  As 
mentioned in the documents sent yesterday, the data does teach us that ETC is a disaster 
financially for the USPS. Because it is free, it immediately incentifies a business user to not use 
Return Receipt and to only request a Return Receipt After Mailing, when a signature is needed. I 
cannot stress to you enough this fundamental fact.  Because these decisions were all made 
in a postal vacuum in the middle of internal reorganizations, without the correct design of a 
questionnaire and without input from Certified Mail professionals like Walz, the concept is 
severely flawed.  
 
Product Management told us that the Electronic Return Receipt is being unveiled in March 2003.   
What makes them think that the volume results will be anything different, if not lower, than the 
current Return Receipt After Mailing volume? 
 
.   
PB’s product is highly devalued if Return Receipt is in the equation or if the transmission of 
batched delivery data was going to cost the customer.   PB would have more difficulty selling that 
product and they would have to figure out how to bill and pay for this service.  No wonder that 
their marketing campaign promotes not sending Return Receipt. With the cushion of knowing 
they had an inside track on this test and that there were no guidelines, rules etc. they committed 
significant funding to create and sell for profit the technology for ETC for Certified Mail.  The 
USPS handed them a relative exclusive monopoly over us and their other competitors and this 
was to a company who a few years ago was suing the USPS.  How was PB put into a position 
to blatantly decrease postal revenues?  I am not sure that the senior executives at PB will want 
to answer this question and it is going to be a more interesting question internally as you research 
this further.  
 
I can be in your offices on July 12th.  Knowing what Walz knows about this entire issue, it would 
be wise to consider our input and direction. 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Peter Casserly  
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2003 4:01 PM 
To: Laura Luedtka 
Subject: FW: Walz response 7-3-02 letter 
 
Please put this letter in if PDF format along with the Email cover. Make sure the date of the letter is 7/8/02 it 
has an auto date from word. 
 
 -----Original Message----- 
From:  Peter Casserly   
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2002 5:28 PM 
To: 'jdorsey@email.usps.gov' 
Cc: 'rstrasser@email.usps.gov'; 'btayman@email.usps.gov'; 'nbarranca@email.usps.gov'; 

'jgillia2@email.usps.gov'; Rod G. Walz 
Subject: Walz response 7-3-02 letter 
 

P Casserly to J 
dorsey 7-8-02....

ohn, 
 
We are accepting your proposal to become part of the delivery conformation system.  Unfortunately, we had 
to address some issues in your last letter.  Other then a concern about the Electronic Return Receipt at 
USCL, if any other issues arise  they will probably come from our communications with Finance or other 
involved departments. 
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July 8, 2002 
 
John Dorsey 
United States Postal Service 
475 L' Enfant Plaza, SW 
Washington, DC  20260-2620 
 
Re: Certified Mail Issues Response Dated July 3, 2002 
 
Dear John, 
 
For your convenience, I have underlined any questions we would like a direct response to. 
 
We appreciate receiving your letter.  Regarding getting Walz connected; please give us the name and 
phone number of a person in Technology.  Our technicians will contact them to review the FTP process 
with USPS. Beyond Publication 91, is there any other policy and procedure type documentation 
available that we will need? What the marketplace may desire in software for the electronic data transfer 
may be different from the other service providers, therefore, we need a clear understanding of the limits 
of this program. 
   
In your letter, you clarify that the “USPS does not offer any service known as ETC…”.  In defining 
ETC (Electronic Tracking Confirmation) as “batch” processing of electronic delivery confirmation, we 
did so because that was the term the USPS used to train USPS Marketing reps for the NetPost Online 
Certified mail services in the September 28, 2001 PowerPoint. It’s confusing. What do you call the 
“batch” processing of electronic delivery confirmation that you now offer through PB, USCL and 
Outsource Solutions?   
 
We do understand that the USPS has the authority to provide electronic access to information in the 
most efficient method. However that is not the point of our past letters.  WALZ objected to the 
economic advantages that appear to be intentionally given to PB and USCL by the Product 
Development Department or it predecessor long before the PRC approved the proposed Certified Mail 
rates changes. WALZ objected to the logic and methodology for the actions that allowed the transfer of 
economic advantages. We understand there are rules and procedures established by the PRC 
for a live Pilot test such as the “Confirm Test” now being conducted. However the rules and 
procedures are only applicable if the USPS submits an application to the PRC. According to 
the PRC, there was no application made for this particular live Pilot test!  Therefore the PRC 
and Finance were not involved in oversight of a live undocumented operational Pilot test. Of 
course this raises the questions; what are the USPS rules for conducting a live Pilot test? Are they 
discretionary? There is still some question about whether Marketing was included or precluded from this 
test because of the training materials provided to USPS Marketing reps as mentioned above. You do 
not indicate if those marketing materials were prepared by E Commerce or approved by a higher level 
of Marketing.   
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Certified Mail Pilot Test 
 
The issues you wanted to assess in the test goals did not need a “live” operational test. As we have 
mentioned in our June 7th letter, each and every one of the goals you now list could have been 
determined without PB having to sell postage meters or USCL and the USPS marketing this service to 
new customers. Postage meters could have been tested in labs, given to any number of existing 
customers in PB’s management services division or existing customer to achieve the data volumes 
required, the same for USCL existing customers. We have unfair competition on one hand and on the 
other hand the financial issue of how much revenue did the USPS lose in this test versus how much 
revenue did the USPS gain from growth caused by the enhanced service? We do not need an 
independent econometric study to prove our point.  Your own data collected from PB (who promoted 
Certified Mail without Return Receipt) and Outsource Solutions (whose major client stopped sending 
Return Receipt) will teach you that all you have to do is take the number of transactions processed 
during the test and multiply by $1.50. You lost almost that much revenue say $2.0 million. Now can you 
prove there was any growth because of this test?  No! Yet the USPS stands by the growth estimates 
even when the surveyor, Ruth Rothschild, says she really does not know what is going to happen until a 
product/service is really offered.  This is an issue which the USPS must immediately address not 
WALZ.  We know that Product Development did not invite Finance to share in the opportunity to 
obtain economic information. Why would someone do this? No information means there can be no 
adverse information.  Adverse information can stop the program.   
 
As for the selection of the participants, let me make this perfectly clear, WALZ does not and 
has never objected to PB or USCL being selected.  Our issue is solely that they received 
economic benefit and used to this gain market advantage. In response to our point about Walz 
not being considered for the test, you responded by saying that you selected mailers/service 
providers that were certified to do FTP electronic filing.  To the best of our knowledge, 
Outsource Solutions did not have ability when they were selected. They had to specifically 
program the necessary routines. 
 
The opportunity to participate in a Pilot test should be a privilege and should include control 
over the participants.  This is exactly the opposite of what happened. Excuse me for being 
skeptical here but who is making the rules? Why were you not able to set the ground rules?  
Was PB or USCL objecting?  Did John Ward have an influence on the lack of written rules 
and objectives? Did Mr. Potter’s statement about a freeze on capital spending set back the 
timetable for implementation or create a need for a test? In March 2001 or earlier the free 
transfer of delivery data had been established in concept, if not already set in stone. In April 
2001, the survey questionnaires were completed for use. By July/August 2001 the market 
survey was done and the pricing known. Lets start a live Pilot test because we have issues to 
assess and we need to make a business case but let’s not put anything in writing, and don’t 
ask Finance if they need might need any information.  Why weren’t we told on our June 3rd 
teleconference with you that the test was terminating on June 30th.  There was no indication 
of that. What happened between June 3rd and June 30th that  
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changed the landscape on the issues we raised? The coincidental nature of this program and 
the actions taken between June 3rd and June 30th don’t pass the proverbial stink test.  
 
As we stated earlier, PB knows we do not have this service and they have admitted they are 
targeting our customers. This is why we wanted the test to stop. It was unfair.  We also wanted 
new management in Product Development to take a closer look at where the program had 
originated, what had occurred and did this all seem fair? 
 

You mention that some risks were taken into account before the PRC approved the rate changes. Why 
would USPS managers take such aggressive entrepreneurial risks? This is highly unusual by USPS 
standards. Is there that much pressure to make every program profitable? Maybe there is in E 
Commerce given the GAO reports and Mr. Potter’s comments that these enterprises must stand on 
there own. Lets take USCL, as an example.  Did this concept start with a marketing study to find a sole 
source vendor or earlier when Mr. Carter has told us that he was roaming the USPS halls trying to find 
someone to listen to his vision? How profitable is such a venture today to take so much risk? 
Then again, risk is often a personal perception. One may believe that there is nominal risk associated 
with starting a USPS marketing program if USPS reps receive a PowerPoint presentation created on 
September 28th teaching them how to sell Net Post Online ETC when PRC testimony started 
September 24th. We also have the matter of the USCL Electronic Return Receipt. Is this just aggressive 
marketing with possibly a small nod of approval by E Commerce, a great revenue source or deception? 
Even today on the USPS web site it declares in FAQ: “It allows you to store every piece of mail, as 
well as information regarding proof of entry, recipient information, an online mailing manifest and 
Certified Electronic Return Receipt”.   Is it appropriate for a USPS business partner to take (as 
you said in your letter) “additional liberties” and deceive the USPS customers through a USPS website 
that this service is available? 

 
Revenue Issue  
 
WALZ has brought several issues to the attention of the USPS because we believe there was a critical 
lack of oversight of this particular program during USPS reorganizations. The fact that the largest 
mailers of Certified Mail would reap a billion dollar reward at the expense of the USPS and taxpayers is 
a concern to us.   Also, the decision to give monopolistic economic advantages to PB and USCL was 
developed long ago and the power to do so was limited to you and John Ward..  The USPS does not 
have a method established to measure the growth in certified mail from the enhancements.  There is a 
strong logical case to be made, that the future of Electronic Return Receipt service will not succeed 
economically.   Again we think your estimates are overly optimistic because common sense and the 
specific actions of your own customers, in your Pilot test.  Wal Mart stopped using Return Receipt 
when batched delivery information became available.  What makes you think that they will pay for 
Electronic Return Receipt on each transaction when it is available on the internet after 
mailing, when needed?  Then again, as you point out Certified Mail volume is up and so are revenues. 
A large increase in revenues can mask many problems for a time but if there is an underlying  
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problem, it will surface. We see this happening every day in the financial world.  From our seventeen 
years of direct Certified Mail experience, we know that in a bad economy there are more layoffs which 
results in more loan delinquency rates, more insurance cancellations for non-payment, less child support 
payments and more bad checks.   In our view, providing free delivery information, in batch to corporate 
America, is not only a poor business decision, but also will result in hundreds of millions of dollars of 
revenue loss in the next few years. Providing this data for free, overall, will not induce more use of 
Certified Mail in the corporate sector. 
 
Monopolistic Overtones 
 
From our limited perspective, we do not know what more the Product Development Department could 
have done if they were actually trying to transfer the economic advantages to the chosen two (PB and 
USCL).  From the perspective of any third party, there does not seen to be any action steps taken by 
Product Development, Special Services or E Commerce to even attempt or hint that economic 
advantages were not intended to be given to PB and USCL long before official approvals.  As of today, 
if the IRS, for example, wants the benefit of this new certified mail service, they must choose to have 
USCL or Outsource Solutions send their certified mail or use a PB postage meter.  To WALZ that 
was the objective and the result.  
 
In Conclusion 
 
John, letter writing is really not conducive to a debate on the issues we have raised.  And while your 
letter tried to formulate a reasonable USPS response, you can see it raised far more questions than 
answers. It is highly probable WALZ will never receive satisfactory answers by this form of 
communication. We may never know what actually happened or why.  We hope that  Marketing, 
Finance or other oversight groups want to delve into the what happened and why.   WALZ will leave 
further questions to those who seek answers.   
 
I am sure there will be critics of the USPS who will say this is just business as normal. I do not believe 
that.  The USPS has many great programs that a run without incident. When the USPS is struggling to 
balance its books, Congress and the press will want to know why the USPS intentionally gave 
corporate America a billion dollars in future savings through batch processing of free delivery 
confirmation, when there is a very good chance that they would be willing to pay something for this 
service.  As we pointed out in our previous communication, companies like Wal Mart will be able to 
save $1.2 million dollars per year in fees plus labor to physically update customer records. 
Why wouldn’t they be willing to pay for batched data at some price?  I am not sure that the 
press and Congress will be satisfied by the fact that your market research was statistically 
weighted.  At the year one projected rate of 14,000,000 Return Receipts lost, it will only take 
a little over three years before the USPS is losing $100,000,000 per year that will never be 
recovered from Large Certified Mail users.   Even if you increase the price of Certified Mail above 
$2.30 in the future, large mailers who stopped using Return Receipts because they receive the batch 
processing benefits for free, will never pay their fair share. Then again this is not a Product Development 
problem.   
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My final issue is the Electronic Return Receipt Service provided by USCL. They are  
emailing a USPS 3811 form with USPS Certification and a USPS round date marking to  
Customers. Since this is not a USPS authorized service, doesn’t this seem a bit deceptive to you? You 
and legal have had this information for over a month now. Has action been taken to notify USCL this is 
not authorized by the USPS? Have they been told to stop using it? Did anyone in E Commerce approve 
this form and concept then forgot to tell you?   
 
I would appreciate an answer to my underlined questions.  If you have any additional 
information to share,  please send it to me before I move forward. 
 
Again, thanks for your consideration in allowing WALZ to participate in offering a  new certified mail 
service. We will pursue it diligently. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Peter Casserly 
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March 27, 2003 
 
Pritha Metha 
United States Postal Service 
Manager of Special Services 
475 L’Enfant Plaza, SW 
Washington, DC 20260-2620                                                         Confidential 
 
Subject: Meeting summary 
 
Dear Pritha,  
 
I would first like to thank for you for the opportunity to meet with the USPS staff 
specifically involved in the research and pricing of Certified Mail enhancements, 
as well as the persons (you and Tangie Samuels) directly responsible for Certified 
Mail. We felt that it would be appropriate to memorialize our recollections of the 
topical content and context of what we discussed in the March 13, 2003 meeting in 
your Arlington office. We have been asked by Mr. Frank Brennan, in Mr. Potter’s 
office, to copy him on this correspondence. 
 
Both Peter and I were pleased to hear about the current logic and direction of the 
enhancements to USPS Certified Mail.  We greatly appreciate that you provided a 
venue for Walz to express its concerns and it insights about the direction and 
assumptions driving the Certified Mail and Electronic Return Receipt 
enhancements.  I trust that you and your team now recognize the unique value of 
including Walz (the largest vendor of privately printed Certified Mail forms and 
software with its broad market expertise and comprehensive sales data) as a key 
player in strategizing for the most effective way to maintain and grow Certified 
Mail revenues.   We were also pleased to hear that you are interested in Walz’s 
input regarding your approach to providing Electronic Return Receipt services, as 
well as looking into a better method for the approval, of large privately printed 
forms providers, to ensure equal treatment and less work on behalf of the Mail 
Piece Design Analysts.  
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Because there was no recording made of all comments, this summary reflects 
Walz’s recollection of the main points made by both sides. We have summarized 
the meeting in five sections: 

A. Electronic Return Receipt plans and price limitations. 
B. Volume estimates for certified mail and the related statistical analysis  
C. PRC testimony by the USPS and the advisory letter issued by the PRC 
D. Batch delivery access for Certified Mail and related revenue consequences 
E. NetPost Certified / US Certified Letter partnership.  

 
It was evident that the dialogue between your staff and Walz involving the research 
and assumptions behind certain enhancement decisions evoked a spirited debate 
that we trust is useful going forward as new assumptions are formulated. 
 
Attendees: 

A. Rod Walz (CEO: Walz Postal Solutions, Inc.) 
B. Peter Casserly (President/CFO: Walz Postal Solutions, Inc.) 
C. Pritha Metra (Special Services: USPS) 
D. Tangie Samuels (Special Services: USPS) 
E. Ashley Lyon (Pricing: USPS) 
F. Susan Mayo (Pricing: USPS) 
G. David Rubin (Legal: USPS) 
H. Greg Whitman (Market Research: USPS) 
I. Naomi Nieto (Market Research: IBM) 
J. Grady Foster(Finance: USPS) 
K. Jeff Freeman (Intelligent Mail: USPS) 

 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Electronic Return Receipt (“ERR”) plans and price limitations 
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Walz learned that the USPS had decided to: 
1. Adjust the financial model for ERR to reduce the potential for an adverse 

effect on revenues caused by a cannibalization of Return Receipt revenues. 
2. Hold off on the introduction of ERR until a reasonable and economic 

method to maintain and deliver ERR was determined. 
Walz also learned that the USPS now realized that the methods and pricing 
approved by the PRC, for ERR, would not lead to a positive fiscal position for the 
USPS, which was Walz’s expressed view prior to this meeting. 
  
Because of the pricing limitations placed on the USPS by your charter, as 
expressed by Ashley Lyon, Peter Casserly mentioned you might review the 
underlying cost allocations. While the initial response from Finance was that 
certain formulas were fixed, Norma Nieto indicated to Peter that there had been 
some infrastructure overruns and that costs estimates for IT could be re-visited. 
Ashley mentioned that some migration costs and other areas could be reviewed.  
Norma asked Peter if he was available or could assist. If the USPS feels this is 
appropriate and would like to explore the opportunity of mutual co-operation in 
this area, Walz can make itself available. 

 
 

Volume estimates for Certified Mail and the related statistical analysis 
 
 
Walz raised the point that according to testimony by Susan Mayo, in the last rate 
case, the USPS had never conducted a customer satisfaction survey on Certified 
Mail or Return Receipts. Susan confirmed that in our meeting. Walz recommended 
the USPS conduct a market study on customer satisfaction and review the strengths 
and weaknesses of Certified Mail. Walz submitted a list of strengths and 
weaknesses in its written recommendations and recommended further that 
Marketing consider focusing on the identifiable strengths of the Certified Mail 
brand. 
 
Track and Confirm enhancements and its related impact on projected volume was a 
major topic of debate. Walz recommended the USPS conduct a study to verify the 
earlier assumptions that the introduction of Track and Confirm would positively 
affect Certified Mail volume.   Walz was told that a study was already being 
planned, as well as other new product studies related to Certified Mail.  
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On the issue of projected volume increases due to enhancements,  there was some 
debate. Walz had previously written to the USPS that it did not believe the Track 
and Confirm enhancement would create the volume projections presented to the 
PRC. The USPS response to Walz in a July 3, 2002 letter was that Walz’s 
“independent understanding” of the issue lacked “qualitative studies to support our 
opinion” and “ the USPS stands by it methods, including quantified econometric 
projections”.  In response and contradiction to this position, Walz presented the 
attendees with quantified data from its sales database (attached), which supported 
Walz’s opinion that the primary driver of Certified Mail volume, in the non-
household portion (business, government, etc.) of Certified Mail use, was governed 
by statutory regulation and or business policy representing approximately (deleted) 
of the Walz base of (deleted)customers. 
  
Since Walz’s annual sales volume (Certified Mail with Return Receipt) accounts 
for (deleted)units ((deleted)since 1985), with an estimated market share of 
(deleted) of all non-household volume,  its data represents a very large statistical 
sample to extrapolate from.  Walz also pointed out, from its data analysis, that its 
top (deleted) customers represent (deleted) of the volume. If one extrapolates to the 
total non-house population then only (deleted) to (deleted)businesses represent 
(deleted) to (deleted) of all non-household volume.  Walz pointed out that it does 
not sell Walz Certified Mailers© to the larger volume users such as the IRS and 
WalMart who regularly produce in quantities surpassing 1,000,000 annually. Walz 
raised questions about the SIC code density or volume stratifications prepared by 
the USPS that were given to the researcher, and used in the marketing study.  The 
base data did not agree with Walz’s actual customer profile.  
 
Walz did not question the statistical methodology or the integrity of Ruth 
Rothschild rather it illustrated the potential that differences in base information 
about the population being studied could impact the outcome. If the USPS had 
access to the Walz database, it might have approached the market survey 
differently.  
 
In the meeting, the USPS team expressed a firm belief that because of stagnant 
certified mail volume, price ceilings at the customer level, and customer requests 
for electronic information. The USPS had to make electronic service offering 
changes to remain competitive or to have a chance to increase volume.  Again prior 
to this meeting Walz had never really understood the USPS logic. We now better 
understand the difficult question facing the USPS. How do you give better service, 
attempt to increase volume, charge a price that is restricted by cost, and yet not 
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lose revenues. Walz pointed out that there was no direct competition for Certified 
Mail by other carriers because of its unique position as being the primary legal 
method for “proof of delivery”. The USPS seemed to agree on these points yet still 
felt that the USPS was obligated to offer a more state of the art product. To some 
extent Walz feels that the USPS might have been better off fiscally by doing 
nothing, until it knew, with more certainty, that there was an answer to this 
dilemma.   
 
We discussed the fact that the quantitative studies presented to the PRC indicated 
the USPS anticipated a Certified Mail volume increase of 23,000,000 pieces in 
year one, moving to 125,000,000 pieces in year five or the equivalent of 
$287,500,000 in increased revenue due to volume increases in five years and that 
the increased volume would more than offset losses in Return Receipt revenue. It 
was Walz’s position, in July 2002 that this would never be achieved by the Track 
and Confirm enhancement. The USPS explained you should not compare the first 
two quarters volume of Certified Mail to the projection presented to the PRC 
because of changes in the economy, lack of advertising, 9/11, and that the 
marketing study was done at a point in time,  two and one half years ago or that 
respondents may not have acted as they said they would.  The USPS 
communicated in the meeting that it was trying stop the trend of decreased use of 
Certified Mail by individuals doing electronic tax filings by attempting to reach 
new customer groups, both individual and small businesses. that had been shut out 
of Certified Mail services because of price and inability to easily confirm the 
delivery of the Certified item through the Web.  
 
In contradiction to the above, Walz suggests that customer’s perceptions, if they 
responded truthfully, should not really have changed in 2 ½ years, and that certain 
individuals or businesses are not going to change their habits or internal policies 
because of the Track and Confirm enhancements. The USPS might consider that  
Certified Mail is a mature product and according to testimony by George Tolley 
head of RCF,  usage of Certified Mail tracks the adult population. 
 
At the close of the meeting, it was unclear to Walz if the USPS still held their 
belief in the anticipated volume increases. Walz is firm in its position that volume 
increase will not occur because of enhancements. 
 

 
PRC testimony by the USPS and the advisory letter issued by the PRC 
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Regarding the batch processing and manifesting of Certified Mail it was obvious 
the USPS perceives this as a preferred service delivery method for the future.  At 
the same time it was acknowledged in the meeting that the USPS had not prepared 
any quantitative studies on the cost benefits or revenue impacts of batch 
processing.  The Research department knew this was a proposed service offering 
but did not include any questions or analysis of the impacts in its studies. Why 
they did not study this anticipated service delivery method is an open 
question?  Susan Mayo did not indicate to the PRC, in her testimony, that batch 
processing was under consideration. 
 
We discussed that in the July 3, 2002 letter from John Dorsey to Walz, he attempts 
to imply the authority for The Postal Service to implement “electronic access 
(batch processing) in the most efficient means possible” was derived from the 
recent R2001-1 rate filing because “Certified Mail includes electronic access to 
delivery time and date or attempted delivery time and date for any Certified Mail 
purchase”.  When we were discussing this issue,  Tangie Samuels pointed out the 
reference to DMCS 941.11 which states in part “Certified Mail services provides a 
mailer with evidence of mailing and, upon request, electronic confirmation that 
an article was delivered or that attempted delivery was made…” If the USPS 
managers are interpreting this wording as approval by the PRC, for the batch 
processing and manifesting of Certified Mail offered by USPS approved vendors, 
then Walz does not understand how this wording relates to batch processing. 
 
Walz obtained an advisory letter from the PRC, dated March 5, 2003,  that 
concludes “ thus at no stage in the process of considering potential changes in 
Certified Mail in Docket-R2000-1 was the concept of bulk access to delivery status 
information explicitly presented, considered, or recommended by the commission”. 
This letter also points to section 6, page 26 of the direct testimony of Susan Mayo 
upon which the Commission recommended inclusion of additional descriptive 
language.  
 
Please note that any changes to the DMCS language recommended by the PRC 
regarding Certified mail “electronic confirmation” were implemented by the USPS 
in the DMM as follows: “Delivery status information for a certified mail item can 
be found at www.usps.com by entering the article number shown on the mailing 
receipt”.  The intent of the DMCS language approved by the PRC was not meant to 
be an approval of “Batch/Bulk Processing”, nor was the language implemented by 
the USPS in the DMM meant to imply delivery by any other method or vendor 
including Pitney Bowes, Net Post Certified or US Certified letters.  
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During the meeting Walz asked the Manager of Research if he knew of plans for 
the Batch Delivery concept, he acknowledged he did know of such plans.  He was 
then asked if any of the questions in the market study related to Batch Processing.  
The response was:  No, the questionnaires did not include questions about Batch 
Processing and the impact was not studied.   
 
Therefore the actions taken by the USPS clearly show there was no intent to 
disclose the “batch or bulk delivery access” concepts to the PRC and the PRC did 
not approve any similar concept. 
 
Based upon the PRC letter, we presented in the meeting, and the fact that there was 
no direct testimony regarding batch processing, Walz requests a letter that presents 
the official USPS position on where the PRC approved the batch processing 
concept. To clarify this once and for all, Walz recommends that there be an official 
USPS stated position on this issue. The position should be one that the Postmaster 
General or the Board of Directors supports.  
 
 

Batch delivery access for Certified Mail and related revenue consequences 
 
Because the meeting was limited in time (2 hours) to allow discussion on both 
sides, Walz was unable to present some critical concepts relating to batch Delivery 
Confirmation for Certified Mail. Walz strongly recommends that you consider the 
following:  
 
Walz had previously written the USPS that allowing batch processing and Delivery 
Confirmation data exchange with Pitney Bowes (PB) and US Certified Letters 
(USCL) was detrimental to the income stream for Return Receipt because both 
companies promoted their services at the expense of Return Receipt revenues. 
Neither company promotes the use of Return Receipt nor has there been any 
analysis to support the concept that their customers send more Certified Mail 
because of their marketing efforts.  In the meeting, Tangie Samuels indicated both 
companies promoted Certified Mail and promotional information supplied by PB 
showed they promote Return Receipts. In response, Walz pointed out that the new 
digital postage meter for Certified Mail marketed by PB only uses the 3800 labels 
and is physically incapable of producing Return Receipts. Walz provided a PB 
Certified Mail promotional package showing the saving for not using Return 
Receipts. The adverse impacts on Return Receipt revenues of batch processing can 
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be easily quantified for PB and NetPost Certified (US Certified Letters) because 
the data is readily available in the USPS Delivery Confirmation database. The data 
associated with Certified Mail transactions submitted by PB and NetPost Certified 
(US Certified Letters) and related trends is just a phone call away. Please contact 
Jean Chen. 
 
By having Jean extract the data, the negative impact on Return Receipt revenues is 
easily computed by the following formula; multiply the number of Certified Mail 
transactions manifested by PB x 84% (percent of CM with Return Receipt to 
Certified Mail without RR usage) x $1.75 Return Receipt fee  = lost Return 
Receipt revenues.  For every 1 million transactions processed by PB, the USPS 
loses $1,470,000. 
 
In order for the USPS to break even in revenues earned, Pitney Bowes would 
have to convince their meter customers to increase the use of Certified mail by 
64 % (derived by dividing the dollar value lost per transaction $1.47 by $2.30 
value per piece of Certified mail). The disturbing part for Walz, and one would 
think for the USPS and its oversight,  is that Walz explicitly pointed out the 
problem, and was rebuked, while this feature was still in a “test” mode. 
 
The USPS has stated it anticipates using batch processing as a delivery method for 
future services such as Electronic Return Receipt.  Therefore, if you take the 
estimated number of transactions PB processes from the start of the “production 
test” until Electronic Return Receipt is available x value lost per transaction 
($1.47) the result will be the cost to the USPS in lost revenues just for the allowing 
the “fox in the hen house”. If PB processed 4 million transactions the USPS would 
lose $5,880,000.  
 
Walz recommends suspending the batch delivery service to all vendors for several 
reasons:  the USPS did not intend to specifically request approval for the service 
from the PRC; the PRC did not approve or intend to approve any language that 
supported this concept; USPS management had no qualitative analysis to base any 
decision to implement this concept or service, and the cost to maintain this service 
exceeds any quantified or known benefits.  
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NetPost Certified / US Certified Letter partnership. 
 
Walz provided the USPS with a copy USPS / USCL agreement and a copy of a 
Power Point presentation (attached) distributed to USPS account representatives 
nationally in September/October 2001 to promote Netpost Certified.  Curiously, 
several attendees wanted to know where Walz obtained this information because it 
contained numerous incorrect statements about USPS mail products. The real 
question is who in the Marketing Department approved this material for 
distribution and then authorized account representatives to promote NetPost 
Certified before there was any approval by the PRC for Certified Mail 
enhancements for Delivery date and time information? 
 
John Dorsey wrote on July 3, 2002 that “If the pilot testers offered additional 
services to their customer in conjunction with the operational test, it was done at 
their own risk because…the PRC could have refused to recommend the Certified 
Mail changes” This comment is very important today because the PRC did not 
approve “Batch/Bulk processing”.    There should be consideration for suspending 
the access to the USPS Certified Mail delivery information until the USPS obtains 
the specific approval of the PRC.  
 
Because the USPS competes against Walz, and other similar vendors, via NetPost 
Certified, one could make the case that the USPS acted in an unethical manner. It 
had knowledge that both PB and USPS account reps were conducting a national 
marketing campaign for their services,  during a “production test”. The effect of 
this action created a set of circumstances that restricted Walz’s ability to compete 
fairly, while giving PB an USCL an unfair, competitive advantage. John Dorsey 
was surprised by Walz’s information and told Peter and Rod that it was PB and 
USCL who was at risk because the test could be stopped at any time.   For your 
information, during the test period, Walz lost one of its largest clients to USCL.  
 
As in the case presented above about PB, a similar lost revenue computation can be 
made for the NetPost Certified partnership loss of Return Receipt revenue. The 
negative impact on Return Receipt revenues is computed by the following formula; 
multiply the number of Certified Mail transactions manifested by USCL x 60 % 
(84% normal less 25% actual Return Receipt percentage according to Tom Carter, 
president of USCL) percent of lost Return Receipts to all certified mail) x $1.75 = 
lost CM revenues of $1.05 per transaction, then add back $.55 the USPS is to 
collect by contract or a net loss of $.50 for each certified letter processed by USCL.  
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For every 1 million transactions processed by NetPost Certified, the USPS loses 
$500,000.  
 
What occurs in this partnership is that the USPS account representatives refer 
Certified Mail customers to USCL who then promotes using their outsource 
service by not using Return Receipt (see USCL website) and save the $1.75 (RR 
fee) to pay the $1.30 for their service. The USPS customer can save $.45 per 
transaction. This is great for the Certified Mail customer and bad for the USPS.  
The USPS is marketing against itself; the more Certified Mail USCL processes the 
more the USPS looses. There is another issue here because USCL, on their website 
(http://usclonline.com/automated/) is also trying to convince the mailer that they 
are getting the same benefit as they had with the Return Receipt by presenting 
them with an “Electronic Return Receipt” (how misleading is that?). Their ERR 
looks like a USPS Return Receipt while in reality, all it is,  is a “smoke and mirror” 
format containing the delivery date printed on an unsigned Return Receipt. On the 
USPS website this same feature is called The Electronic Delivery 
Verification (EDV) Report (https://www.usclonlinenp.com/solutions-np.htm). 
Walz suggests that this conflict in product identification, places the USPS in an 
embarrassing and questionable position,  especially in light of the pending 
“Electronic Return Receipt” service to be offered by the USPS.    
 
To compute the amount of loss for the USPS you will need to verify the amount of 
Return Receipts you are losing. Walz’s estimate of 60% was derived from 
statements made by Mr. Carter about his business profile. Walz suggests you ask 
USCL what their percentage is of Return Receipts to total Certified Mail and then 
verify this information. The USPS can also conduct a customer satisfaction survey, 
of NetPost customers, to determine the loss of Return Receipts.  
 
Walz believes the long-term economic model for USCL under the current 
agreement is questionable.  Walz, as well as other outsourcers, compete against the 
USPS / USCL partnership and vice versa. Walz and others are more than willing to 
charge $.75 per transaction for volume customers compared to the $1.30 that 
USCL must charge to pay the USPS its $.55 fee for website promotion and 
referring customers via account reps. Eventually, USCL will lose customers 
because of price restrictions and then the USPS will lose the $.55 fee it now earns. 
This does not represent a sound economic model for either the USPS or USCL.  
 
This relationship can be reviewed with the evaluation of the Netpost Online 
Mailing experiment or as an independent service. Walz is hard pressed to see 
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where anyone thought this was a valuable service offering by the USPS. Helping 
small customers with a better service is fine but not economically viable to USCL 
for small volume mailers. USPS account representatives are continually 
approaching the large volume form customers of Walz, and other forms vendors, 
soliciting a lose-lose proposition. Needless to say there will be price competition.  
 
The USPS has already experienced misrepresentations made by USCL in 
promoting their services.  Mr. Samaniego the manager from Netpost Certified did 
not attend the meeting and was unavailable for comment on the expectations of the 
USPS/USCL partnership compared to actual results.  
 
Walz recommends the USPS evaluate the merits of this line of business and the 
related partnership as a continuing USPS service. 
 

Summary 
 
In summary, Walz did learn about the USPS’ commitment to provide new 
electronic services to its Certified Mail customers.  However, it does not appear 
that the true cost and potential for loss has been sufficiently evaluated.  When you 
consider the shortfall in projected volume of Certified Mail,  along with no 
increased revenue to offset the projected revenue losses anticipated with the 
introduction of Electronic Return Receipt, this service warrants significant research 
before implementation.   
 
Because we were told that there was no research in consideration of batch 
processing, and there was no direct testimony to the PRC, other than information 
would be available at a USPS call center or at www.USPS.com, Walz is seeking 
clarification by specifically requesting a letter that presents the official USPS 
position on the validity of the batch processing service. This letter should include 
any authoritative input and/or approval by the PRC.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Rod Walz, CEO 

(Deleted) proprietary/confidential information related to quantities and customers. 



U.S. Postal Service

Automation 
Simplifies 
NetPost 
Certified 
Mail 



U.S. Postal Service

The Products & Prices

??Certified Mail with ETC Certified Mail with ETC $3.94$3.94

??Certified Mail, Return Receipt       $5.44Certified Mail, Return Receipt       $5.44

??Additional Special Services will soon include Additional Special Services will soon include 
Express and Priority Mail.Express and Priority Mail.



U.S. Postal Service

Primary Clients

??Mortgage lending & financial servicesMortgage lending & financial services

??Banking Banking -- collection departmentscollection departments

??Insurance companiesInsurance companies

??Utility companiesUtility companies

??Federal state, county and city Federal state, county and city 
government government 

??Legal servicesLegal services



U.S. Postal Service

Interfacing With Your Customers

??OnOn--Line Line 
www.usps.comwww.usps.com

??OffOff--Line CMMSLine CMMS

??Enterprise Enterprise 
SolutionSolution



U.S. Postal Service

On-Line www.usps.com

??OnOn--Line Line 

??Fast Fast 

??Easy Easy 

??ConvenientConvenient



U.S. Postal Service

Off-Line CMMS Software

??Advanced Features Advanced Features 

??PowerfulPowerful

??OffOff--LineLine

??WindowsWindows



U.S. Postal Service

Enterprise Solution 

??We fit the  We fit the  
customer needscustomer needs

?? Data updated Data updated 
dailydaily

?? ETC Software ETC Software 
provides provides 
electronic electronic 
tracking & tracking & 
confirmationconfirmation

?? ReportsReports



U.S. Postal Service

FAQ’s 

?? Can we outsource?   USPS Can we outsource?   USPS 

??What security do we use?  128 bitWhat security do we use?  128 bit

??What is the setWhat is the set--up cost?  Noneup cost?  None

?? How do we pay for this? ACH, Visa/MC How do we pay for this? ACH, Visa/MC 
Government P.O. Government P.O. 

??What is the cost benefit? Labor savings What is the cost benefit? Labor savings 

??What is the cost Savings? $18.00 to $20 per letter  What is the cost Savings? $18.00 to $20 per letter  

??Will this project take lots of time? No, we do most Will this project take lots of time? No, we do most 
all the setall the set--up.up.



U.S. Postal Service

Next Steps:

??What is the Certified mail volume?What is the Certified mail volume?

??Who makes the Certified buying decision?Who makes the Certified buying decision?

??What is the format? SelfWhat is the format? Self--mailer, flat?mailer, flat?

??How is the letter created? Database or hand How is the letter created? Database or hand 
typed?typed?

??Who needs to be included in this decision?Who needs to be included in this decision?



U.S. Postal Service

Getting Started 

??Review the sales materialsReview the sales materials

??Create a targeted Certified Mail prospect listCreate a targeted Certified Mail prospect list

??PrePre--qualify each prospectqualify each prospect

??Schedule presentations with your prospects Schedule presentations with your prospects 

??CoCo--ordinate your presentations with us for ordinate your presentations with us for 
onon--line help and supportline help and support

??FollowFollow--up with your clients.up with your clients.



U.S. Postal Service

Electronic Media Kit

??PowerPoint PresentationPowerPoint Presentation

??Sample selfSample self--mailers and flatsmailers and flats

?? Sales sheets: oneSales sheets: one--pagerspagers

?? Rate cards & letter of agreementRate cards & letter of agreement

?? CMMS Software CMMS Software 

?? ETC ETC –– Electronic Tracking Electronic Tracking 
Confirmation Software Confirmation Software 



U.S. Postal Service

??Do you want to start saving money? Do you want to start saving money? 

??May I get sample letters and data?May I get sample letters and data?

??Can I followCan I follow--up with a written proposals? up with a written proposals? 

??Can you estimate your labor and cost Can you estimate your labor and cost 
savings?savings?

??Do you want to install the software?Do you want to install the software?

??Can I set up a training and installation time? Can I set up a training and installation time? 



Pitney Bowes handout at a trade show last November 2002 
 
 

 


